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Timothy Cohen  [Princeton/IAS]                 

4 Messages
1)##Want#to#continue#the#search#for#top#partners:##

heavier#masses#yield#more#boosted#tops;##
new#strategies#will#be#required.#

TC, D’Agnolo, Hance, Lou, Wacker [arXiv:1406.4512]



Timothy Cohen  [Princeton/IAS]                 

4 Messages
2)##Precision#Higgs#coupling#measurements#will#be#critical:#
ZZh#coupling#probe#light#states#that#couple#to#the#Higgs.#

Craig, Englert, McCullough [arXiv:1305.5251]



Timothy Cohen  [Princeton/IAS]                 

4 Messages

3)##Want#interplay#between#pushing#mass#limits#
higher#and#probing#difficult#signatures#which#
might#be#more#natural#(e.g.,#compressed).

4)##Continue#theoretical#progress##
G#new#naturalness#mechanisms#

G#deeper#understanding#of#the#measure#
G#…



Timothy Cohen  [Princeton/IAS]                 

3 Questions

1)#What#are#motivated#models#which#point#to#scales#
outside#LHC#reach?##################################################################

(e.g.,#miniGsplit#with#3#TeV#Wino#and#18#TeV#gluino)#

2)##How#do#we#close#all#naturalness#loopholes?#########
(e.g.,#strategies#for#uncolored#top#partners)



Timothy Cohen  [Princeton/IAS]                 

3 Questions
3)##Assuming#dark#matter#experiments#hit#the#neutrino#

floor,#how#does#this#impact#our#feelings#about#
naturalness#(e.g.,#SUSY#with#light#Higgsinos)?

Cheung, Hall, Pinner, Ruderman [arXiv:1211.4873]



Legacy of the LHC:
 

We need to make more of the collected data.  
Ongoing discussing of presentation of results,  
reproducibility to (eventually) sharing of data  

plot from arXiv:1010.2506v1Andreas Weiler (CERN/DESY)



1) Increase collider energy by X 
    &      increase luminosity by X2 → reach goes up by X

Rules of thumb  

* for m/√s between  0.15 … 0.6 Andreas Weiler (CERN/DESY)
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→ reach increases*  
by constant  Δm ≃ 0.07√s  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M.L.Mangano
Andreas Weiler (CERN/DESY)



M.L.Mangano
Andreas Weiler (CERN/DESY)

Future Circular Collider at CERN



FCC-ee 

precision & 
luminosity

Andreas Weiler (CERN/DESY)



3 questions

• What can be discovered at HL-LHC which isn't 
already constrained by LHC14300 1/fb ? 

• If we haven’t seen something at 14 TeV, why should 
it show up at 100 (10^6) TeV? Next no-loose scale? 

• Why have I agreed to talk about this?



Points from Pekka Sinervo



Messages

LianTao Wang, Chicago
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Messages
- Naturalness will be with us in the deep future. 


I hope it will stop at some time, either vindicated 
by discoveries or we find better topic to work on.

- LHC run 2 will not be conclusive (assuming no 
discovery). 

- Need to go beyond, and there is hope. 

Higgs factories (up to TeV(s) NP, cover gaps )


100 TeV pp collider (5-7 increase in mass reach, 2 
order of magnitude in tuning)

LianTao Wang, Chicago



Main parameters of CEPC at 50km 
Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value 

Bean Energy GeV 120 Circumference km 50 

Number of IP 2 L0 /IP (1034) cm-2s-1 2.62 

No. of Higgs/year/IP 1E+05 Power(wall) MW 200 

e+ polarization 0 e- polarization 0 

Bending radius km 6.2 Ne/bunch 1E10 35.2 

Nb/beam 50 Beam current mA 16.9 

SR loss (GeV/turn) 2.96 SR power/beam MW 50 

Critical energy of SR MeV 0.6 Hx,n mm-mrad 1.57E+06 

Hy,n mm-mrad 7.75E+03 EIP  (x/y) mm 200/1 

Trans. size (x/y) Pm 36.6/0.18 Bunch length mm 3 

Energy spread SR % 0.13 Full crossing angle mrad 0 

Lifetime due to Bhabha sec 930 Damping part. No. (x/y/z) 1/1/2 

b-b tune shift x/y  0.1/0.1 Syn. Osci. tune 0.13 

RF voltage Vrf GV 4.2 Mom. compaction 1E-4 0.4 

Long. Damping time  turns 40.5 Ave. No. of photons 0.59 

dB beam-beam % 0.014 

LianTao Wang, Chicago



Main Parameters of SppC 
Parameter SppC-1 SppC-2 

Beam energy (TeV) 25 45 
Circumference (km) 49.78 69.88 
Number of IPs 2 2 
SR loss/turn (keV) 440 4090 
Np/bunch (1011) 1.3 0.98 
Bunch number 3000 6000 
Beam current (mA) 0.5 0.405 
SR power /ring (MW) 0.22 1.66 
B0 (T) 12 19.24 
Bending radius (km) 6.9 7.8 
Momentum compaction (10-4) 3.5 2.5 
EIP  x/y (m) 0.1/0.1 0.1/0.1 
Norm. trans. emit.  x/y (Pm�rad) 4 3 
[y/IP 0.004 0.004 
Geo. luminosity reduction factor F 0.8 0.9 
Luminosity /IP (1035cm-2s-1) 2.15 2.85 

LianTao Wang, Chicago



The circle is on the map

- A likely site: QinHuangDao (秦皇岛), 300 km from 
Beijing, 1hr by train.


- Good geological condition.


- Strong local support. Thinking about building a 
science city around it. 

Site 
• Preliminary selected: Qinhuangdao (秦皇岛） 
• Strong support by the local government 

 

LianTao Wang, Chicago



Beautiful Place for a Science Center 
Best beach & cleanest air  
Summer capital of China 

Starting point of the Great Wall 

Wine yard  

LianTao Wang, Chicago



In the last 2 years
- Started “talking about it” in 2012.


- Things are happening fast since then

Several meetings, workshops. 


Working groups, studies being organized in China.


Established Center for Future High Energy Physics 
(CFHEP): international collaboration in the study of 
physics case. 


Broad conversation happening within Chinese 
physics community.


- PreCDR by the end of this year. 


- R/D money decision to be made (likely) in 2015. 

LianTao Wang, Chicago



The Chinese DreamTimeline (dream) 
• CPEC 

– Pre-study, R&D and preparation work 
• Pre-study: 2013-15   

– Pre-CDR by the end of 2014 for R&D funding request 
• R&D: 2016-2020  
• Engineering Design: 2015-2020 

– Construction: 2021-2027 
– Data taking: 2028-2035 

• SppC 
– Pre-study, R&D and preparation work 

• Pre-study: 2013-2020 
• R&D: 2020-2030  
• Engineering Design: 2030-2035 

– Construction: 2035-2042 
– Data taking: 2042 - Yifang Wang at FCC kick off meeting

LianTao Wang, Chicago



With this new push in energy frontier

LianTao Wang, Chicago
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With this new push in energy frontier

- Could make discoveries. Say, a 6 TeV stop.

Tuned but not too tuned? Landscape, selection?

- Is there still a natural but completely invisible model, 
a.k.a., “twin Higgs” circa 2050?

- Will not be conclusive either (with new discovery or not). 

But, it will certainly guide us to think differently.


Is this the “ether problem” of our time?

- Are we missing some new strategies to experimentally 
probing naturalness?

LianTao Wang, Chicago
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Current
LHC Prospect

ILC
TLEP-Z
TLEP-W
TLEP-t

U = 0

68 % C.L.
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Figure 1. Left: 68% C.L. contours of S and T for di↵erent experiments using the simplified fit as described

in Tables 1 and 2. Right: a magnified view of 68% C.L. contours of S and T for ILC and TLEP. We set the

best fit point to be S = T = 0, which corresponds to the current SM values. Our results are in approximate

agreement with the current fit from ref. [33, 40], current/LHC14/ILC results by the Gfitter group [23], the

TLEP result from a talk by Satoshi Mishima [21]. The contours of TLEP-Z and TLEP-W almost overlap on

top of each other.

are estimated for an energy scan on and around the Z pole with (100� 1000) fb�1 luminosity on the
Z pole and 10 fb�1 for 6 energy points close to the Z pole. The weak mixing angle is derived from
the forward-backward asymmetry AFB of the b quark, which is determined from fits to the di↵erential
cross-section distribution d�/d cos ✓ / 1 + cos 2✓ + 8/3AFB cos ✓. We will also present estimates of
Higgs couplings precisions in Table 6 of Section 6.

CEPC

↵s(M2

Z) ±1.0⇥ 10�4 [35]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) ±4.7⇥ 10�5

mZ [GeV] ±(0.0005� 0.001) [41]

mt [GeV] (pole) ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[23]

mh [GeV] < ±0.1

mW [GeV] (±(3� 5)
exp

± 1
th

)⇥ 10�3 [24, 38, 41]

sin2 ✓`
e↵

(±(4.6� 5.1)
exp

± 1.5
th

)⇥ 10�5 [25, 38, 41]

�Z [GeV] (±(5� 10)
exp

± 0.8
th

)⇥ 10�4 [26, 41]

Table 3. The precisions of electroweak observables in the simplified electroweak fit at CEPC. The experimental

uncertainties are mostly taken from [41]. Entries that do not display a theory uncertainty either incorporate it

into the experimental error bar or have a small enough theoretical uncertainty that it can be neglected. Similar

to ILC and TLEP, the non-negligible theory uncertainties of the derived observables mW , sin2 ✓`
eft

and �Z come

from unknown four-loop contributions assuming that in the future, the electroweak three-loop correction will

be computed. For �Z , we assumed that it has the same experimental uncertainty as mZ .

– 6 –

ILC Hred, dashedL
CEPC pessimistic Hpurple, dottedL
CEPC optimistic Hpurple, solidL

U = 0

68 % C.L.
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Figure 2. 68% C.L. contours of S and T for CEPC using the simplified fit with inputs in Table 3. For

comparison, we also show the ILC allowed region (red dashed line) derived in Sec 2.We set the best fit point

to be S = T = 0, which corresponds to the current SM values. The dotted purple contour is derived with the

numbers at the higher ends of the estimated ranges in Table 3 while the solid purple contour is derived with

those at the lower ends.

We also performed a profile likelihood fit and present the allowed (S, T ) region for CEPC at 68%
C.L. in Fig. 2. For comparison, we put the ILC result in the same plot. For the more optimistic
evaluation in which all precisions take the lower end values of the estimated ranges in Table 3, the
ILC and CEPC have similar sensitivities to new physics. For the more pessimistic evaluation based
on precisions at the higher ends of the estimated ranges, the CEPC allows larger S mostly because of
the worse precision of sin2 ✓`

e↵

compared to ILC.

3.1 Hypothetical Improvements of CEPC EWPT

In this section, we will consider possible improvements of electroweak observable precisions at CEPC
and study how they a↵ect the CEPC’s sensitivity to new physics. There are four potential improve-
ments of electroweak observables: mt, mW , sin2 ✓`

e↵

and �Z (together with mZ), which are listed in
Table 4.

The top quark mass gives the largest parametric uncertainties on the derived SM observables in
the global fit (more details could be found in Sec. 4.2.2) and thus improving its precision might improve
the fit. In the fit for CEPC above, we assumed the precision of the top mass after the HL-LHC running.
A top threshold scan is not included in the current CEPC plan, so CEPC itself cannot improve the
precision of mt. However, a top threshold scan is part of the ILC plan. The possibility exists if the
ILC program with the top threshold scan is implemented before or at the same time of CEPC, the
input value of mt precision for the CEPC electroweak fit could be improved by a factor of ⇠ 10. The
precision of the W mass could be slightly improved by a WW threshold scan to 2 MeV [41]. Finally,
the uncertainty of sin2 ✓`

e↵

in the current CEPC plan is still dominated by the statistical uncertainty,
which is 0.02% while the systematic uncertainty is 0.01%. If the luminosity of the o↵-peak Z running
could be increased by a factor 4 to 40 fb�1 (at each energy), the overall uncertainty of sin2 ✓`

e↵

could be
reduced down to 0.01%, which is 2.3⇥10�5. Another possible way to reduce the uncertainty of sin2 ✓`

e↵

down to 0.01% is to use polarized electron/positron beams, which would require more infrastructure.

– 7 –

ways of imposing constraints. Even stronger ones then discussed above can be considered. However,1

the purpose of this note is not to access the reach in all possible models, an impossible task. We are2

aiming at giving an overall picture of the capability of CEPC. Such a problem have been encountered3

in all previous studies of Higgs factories. In that process, a relatively common set of assumptions have4

been used as benchmarks, such as the ones discussed above. Therefore, for comparison purpose, we will5

focus on such a set here.6

The coupling fits that were previously described are extrapolated for several integrated luminosities7

and are shown in Tables 11, 13,14, and 15 for 10, 9, 7 and 6 parameter fit respectively. In addition, the8

combination with optimistic expectations from HL-LHC from Ref. [17] is shown on the same tables as9

well. The assumption for the HL-LHC is 14 TeV center-of-mass pp collisions with 3000 fb�1.10

HL-LHC agressive/conservative

CEPC 250 GeV at 5 ab-1 wi/wo agressive HL-LHC

�b �c �g �W �� �Z ��
10-3

10-2

0.1

1

R
el
at
iv
e
Er
ro
r

Precision of Higgs couplingmeasurement (ContrainedFit)

Figure 13: The 7 parameter fit result, and comparison with the HL-LHC. The CEPC at 250 GeV with
5 ab�1 integrated luminosity are shown. The CEPC result without combination with HL-LHC input as
shown with dashed edges. The LHC projection with conservative assumptions on systematics are shown
in dashed edges.

The CEPC Higgs properties measurements mark a giant step beyond the HL-LHC. First of all, a11

lepton collider Higgs factory is capable of measuring the absolute width of the Higgs boson. Therefore,12

it allows model independent measurement of the Higgs couplings. Therefore, a comparison with the13

HL-LHC is only possible with model dependent assumptions. One of such comparison is within the14

framework of a 7-parameter fit, shown in Fig. 13. Even with this set of restrictive assumptions, the15

advantage of the CEPC is still significant. The measurement of Z is more than a factor 10 better.16

The CEPC can also improve significantly on a set of channels which su↵ers from large background at17

the LHC, such as b, c, and g. We emphasize that this is comparing with the HL-LHC project with18

aggressive assumptions about systematics. Such uncertainties are typically under much better control at19

lepton colliders. Within this 7 parameter set, the only coupling which HL-LHC can give a competitive20

measurement is �, for which the CEPC’s accuracy is limited by statistics. This is also the most valuable21

input that the HL-LHC can give to the Higgs coupling measurement at the CEPC, which underlines the22

importance of combining the results of these two facilities.23

We also remark on the couplings which are left out in this fit. The most obvious omission is the Brinv.24

The CEPC with 5 ab�1 can measure this to a high accuracy of 0.3%, as shown in Table 11. At the same25

time, the HL-LHC can only manage a much lower accuracy 6%. The CEPC is also capable of measuring26

µ better than 10%.27

As we have discussed above, one of the greatest advantages of lepton collider Higgs factory is the28

23



Big step forward

3.9 Comparing Colliders

The multi-jet plus Emiss
T signature of the gluino-neutralino model with light flavor decays provides

a useful study with which to compare the potential impact of different proton colliders. Figure 8
shows the 5� discovery reach [95% CL exclusion] for two choices of integrated luminosity at 14
TeV, along with the full data set assumed for 33 and 100 TeV. At 14 TeV, the factor of 10 increase
in luminosity leads to a modest increase by 350 GeV in the gluino limits. The smallness of this
increase is due to the rapidly falling cross section. Furthermore, because the signal regions are not
background-free, the improvement in cross section-limit does not match the factor of 10 increase
in luminosity; the shift in mass reach corresponds to only roughly a factor of five in the gluino
production cross-section. For lighter gluinos, there is no improvement to the range of accessible
neutralino masses. This is because the systematic uncertainty dominates in the signal regions for
these models except in the high gluino mass tail.

In contrast, increasing the center-of-mass energy has a tremendous impact on the experimentally
available parameter space, since now much heavier gluinos can be produced without relying on the
tails of parton distributions to supply the necessary energy. Figure 8 makes a compelling case for
investing in future proton colliders which can operate at these high energies.
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Figure 8: Results for the gluino-neutralino model with light flavor decays. The left [right] panel shows the
5� discovery reach [95% CL exclusion] for the four collider scenarios studied here. A 20% systematic
uncertainty is assumed and pileup is not included.

Figure 9 provides a comparison of the optimal cut at the different colliders that results from
applying the analysis discussed in Sec. 3.2 as a function of gluino mass (assuming a 1 GeV
neutralino). It is interesting to note that the slope of the HT cut is larger than that for the Emiss

T

cut. The search is taking advantage of the tremendous energy that is imparted to jets when these
heavy gluinos decay. Furthermore, it is also interesting that the HT cuts track very closely between
machines (until mass of the gluino becomes so heavy that a given collider can no longer produce
them in appreciable quantities), while the Emiss

T cuts begin to flatten out for very high mass gluinos.
This can be understood by inspecting the histograms provided in Figs. 2, 4, and 6. The signal and

16

5σ discovery reach: Z’B

14

Discovery reach
4.5 TeV @ 14 TeV LHC, 300 fb-1

5.5 TeV @ 14 TeV LHC, 3 ab-1

28 TeV @ 100 TeV, 3 ab-1

Could discover resonances with 
gB as small as 0.35 to 0.5

di-jet resonance

Felix Yu,  2013

Cohen et al, 2013

Gori, Jung, LTW,  Wells, 2014
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FIG. 9: Same as Fig. 5 for the Wino-NLSP and Bino-LSP, Case 5 benchmark scenario.

theorem [19]

�(fW 0 ! eB0Z)

�(fW 0 ! eB0h)
' |(s�N14 + c�N13)� tW (s�N24 + c�N23)|2 (1� 2r)

|(s�N14 � c�N13)� tW (s�N24 � c�N23)|2 (1 + 2r)
, (2)

valid in the approximation |M1| ⌧ M2 and where r ⌘ m eB/mfW ' M1/M2 can either be

positive or negative depending on the relative sign of parameters. The mixing angles Nij

are approximated in the heavy Higgsino limit by [43]

0

B@
N13 N14

N23 N24

1

CA '

0

BBB@

mZsW c�(M1 + µt�)

(µ2 �M2
1 )

�mZsW c�(µ+M1t�)

(µ2 �M2
1 )

�mZcW c�(M2 + µt�)

(µ2 �M2
2 )

mZcW c�(µ+M2t�)

(µ2 �M2
2 )

1

CCCA
, (3)

where N13 (N14) are the Bino-like mass eigenstate H̃0
d (H̃0

u) components, and N23 (N24) are

the Wino-like mass eigenstate H̃0
d (H̃0

u) components. By plugging Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and

taking the limit M1 ! 0, we arrive at

�(fW 0 ! eB0Z)

�(fW 0 ! eB0h)
' (M2µc2�)2

((2µ2 �M2
2 )s2� +M2µ)2

' (M2c2�)2

(2µs2� +M2)2
, (4)

where we used |µ| > |M2| in the second approximation. This relation keeps all the leading

dependences on relative signs between µ and M2 that can lead to important cancellations.

The approximation is valid up toO(M2
2/µ

2) terms. If we further assume that 2|µ|s2� � |M2|,

Figure 1. Top panel: the production cross sections for benchmakr Z 0s for pp collider at 14, 33, and
100 TeV. Bottom panel: the discovery and exclusion reaches of Z 0 for VLHC 100 TeV at 1 ab�1

(blue) and 10 ab�1 (red) and LHC 14 TeV at 300 fb�1 (orange) and 3000 fb�1 (green).
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